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voyance (It any) svhich have coi^e under your notice,
or any little  incident  in  thought-reading—psycho-
xnetry—which will tell effectively.   You can point out
the value of Mesmerism to medical men and dentists
as a powerful and harmless anaesthesia, under which
.will tell effectively.   You can point out the value of
Mesmerism to medical men and dentists as a powerf ul
and harmless anesthesia, under which patients may
have surgical   operations  performed upon  them, or
teeth extracted without the slightest pain, etc.   Give
some of  your  experiences.   If you are in earnest;
therefore thoroughly interested in your subject, you
will soon personally impress your audience, and pre-
pare them to assist you in giving your entertainment.
The next thing you do is to ask for volunteers—
ordinary  people from the  audience—to  come  upon
the platform.   While  doing so,  impress  upon those
you ask "you will see that they came to no harm—
you will   take every  care of  them if  mesmerised."
Those iwhom you are not able to get under influence
can go back to their seats again and enjoy the per-
formance.   With the exception of one, let all the rest
of your   previously made   subjects   remain in   the
audience.   It is a good thing for some one to lead
the way after you give your  invitation.   The  next
thing to do is to especially impress upon the audience
to keep as quiet as possible.   Direct your musician to
play something soft and sweet—kindly music, with
"a dim religious  light" in  it—and thus  assist  the
effect you wish to make on your audience and sub-
jects.   These latter can either be seated facing the
audience or sitting sideways.   But if you are not sure-
of yourself, and desire all the artificial aid you can get,
seat your subjects with their backs to the audience,,
so as to have the light of the hall upon their backs,
but upon your face and eyes.   In a large audience,
especially in England, a large number of persons will,
volunteer.   When  they ar<*  seated  cast your  eyes
rapidly along your lines, and reject all you think you
wOl have any trouble with; politely but firmly ask
them to go down.   If you are not a phrenologist—

